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💰1MDB Global Scandal💰 
 
What is 1MDB? 
 
Short for 1Malaysia Development Berhad (which means
limited), the fund was set up in 2009 by then-Prime
Minister Najib Razak to invest government revenues in
real estate 
 
MAIN THREAD #1MDB

Questions arose in early 2015 when the fund failed to meet payments on $11 billion in

debt. 

 

🔑The WSJ then published documents showing that about $700M from 1MDB-

linked entities had ended up in Najib’s personal bank accounts just before elections in

2013. 

The global financial scandal that has spread from Malaysia to Hollywood
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A "Wolf of Wall Street" producer is the latest to face charges in the looting of a
Malaysian state investment fund.

https://www.latimes.com/world/la-fg-malaysia-1mdb-hollywood-20190710-story.html

By far the largest transactions that flowed into Malaysian PM Najib’s accounts were

two deposits of $620M & $61M in March 2013, during a heated election campaign in

Malaysia.  

Investigators Believe Money Flowed to Malaysian Leader Najib’s Acco…
Malaysian investigators scrutinizing government investment fund 1MDB have
traced nearly $700 million of deposits into what they believe are the personal bank
accounts of Prime Minister Najib Razak, a…

https://www.wsj.com/amp/articles/malaysian-investigators-probe-points-to-deposits-int…

🔑The cash came from a company registered in the British Virgin Islands via a Swiss

bank owned by an Abu Dhabi state fund (IPIC).  
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🔑The UAE fund, International Petroleum Investment Co. has guaranteed billions of

dollars of 1MDB’s bonds & in May injected $1B in capital into the fund to help meet

looming debt repayments.  
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Sun, Sand, and the $1.5 Trillion Dark Offshore Economy 
 

The British Virgin Islands is nominally home to 400,000 
companies, and desperate to fend off the transparency 
movement.bloomberg.com/news/features/…
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The succession of leaks put enormous pressure on BVI authorities to
satisfy global regulators.
bloomberg.com

Another set of transfers, totaling 42 million ringgit ($11.1 million), originated within

the Malaysian government. 

 

Investigators Believe Money Flowed to Malaysian Leader Najib’s Acco…
Malaysian investigators scrutinizing government investment fund 1MDB have
traced nearly $700 million of deposits into what they believe are the personal bank
accounts of Prime Minister Najib Razak, a…
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Investigators believe the money came from an entity known as SRC International

Sdn. Bhd., an energy company that originally was controlled by 1MDB but was

transferred to the Finance Ministry in 2012.  
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🔑Investigations on three continents soon uncovered evidence that Malaysian

government funds had been siphoned into bank accounts in the U.S., Switzerland and

Singapore  
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📌And funds were spent on lavish purchases, including property in the Hollywood

Hills and Manhattan, French Impressionist artwork, a private jet and a $260-million

yacht. 
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💰What’s the Hollywood connection? 

 

Investigators say Riza, who is Najib’s stepson, used money from 1MDB to bankroll a

production company, Red Granite Pictures.  
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🔑With funding they said came from undisclosed investors in the Middle East and

Asia, Riza and co-founder McFarland announced themselves with a 2011 launch party

on the beach in Cannes that featured Kanye West, Jamie Foxx, DiCaprio and other A-
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list stars. 
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🔑Among the films they financed were “Dumb and Dumber To,” the sequel to the

1994 comedy blockbuster, and the $100-million “The Wolf of Wall Street,” directed

by Martin Scorsese. 
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💰1MDB - Hollywood  

 

Hollywood & The Wolf of Wall Street  
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The Billion-Dollar Mystery Man and the Wildest Party Vegas Ever 
Saw
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Saw
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💰Who was behind the scheme? 

 

US & Malaysian authorities allege the mastermind was Jho Low, who they said talked

his way into Najib’s inner circle & roped in an astonishing network of celebrities,

bankers & political operatives to help pillage 1MDB. 
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Jho Low dazzled Hollywood. 

 

🔑He allegedly used 1MDB money to throw star-studded Las Vegas parties and

shower celebrities with expensive gifts. DiCaprio has returned a Picasso painting

reportedly given to him by Low. 
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🔑Facing a long list of indictments in the U.S., Low is said to have fled to China and

has issued repeated statements of innocence on a personal website, accusing the

Justice Department of attempting “to reach a guilty verdict via the media.” 
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What about the former Malaysian leader? 

 

🔑Najib lost his 2018 reelection bid as pressure from the scandal mounted, is on bail

awaiting trial in Malaysia on 25 counts of corruption & money laundering involving

$550M related to the fund, which he oversaw. 
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🔑A February 2020 trial date has been set for Rosmah Mansor — Najib’s wife and

Riza’s mother — who is alleged to have used government funds to finance extravagant

shopping trips abroad. 

Rosmah Mansor, wife of Najib Razak, charged with money-laundering i…
Earlier this year, when the Malaysian police searched homes and offices linked to
Najib, they seized 284 designer handbags – many still in their boxes or filled with
millions in cash, designer watche…

https://www.scmp.com/news/asia/southeast-asia/article/2166892/rosmah-mansor-wife-…
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🔑Shortly after Najib’s election defeat, authorities raided several properties linked to

the family & seized more than $260M in luxury goods, including watches, jewelry,

silks & hundreds of designer handbags — earning Rosmah comparisons to Imelda

Marcos. 
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Who else is under investigation? 

 

🔑In May, Pras Michel, a founder of the Fugees, pleaded not guilty to conspiring with

Low to divert nearly $1 million in 1MDB funds to Barack Obama’s 2012 reelection

campaign without disclosing their source. 
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💰Pras Michel💰 

 

Michel helped Low fraudulently funnel money into American bank accounts to pay

influential political figures, including Broidy, to lobby the US government & sought

the extradition of Chinese nat’l Gao Wengui. 
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The Justice Department filled in aspects of a strange and 
complex saga involving the rapper Pras Michel, a fugitive 
Malaysian businessman known as Jho Low, and disgraced 
Republican fundraiser Elliott Broidy, & Mr. 
Guomotherjones.com/politics/2018/…
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How a member of the Fugees got caught up in pro-China lobb…
The strange saga involves rapper Pras Michel, disgraced Republican
fundraiser Elliott Broidy, and a fugitive Malaysian playboy.
motherjones.com

💰Pras Michel - Gao Wengui💰 
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Why is a celebrity entertainer Pras Michel pushing wild 
conspiracy theories to help the Chinese 
regime?motherjones.com/politics/2018/…
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How a member of the Fugees got caught up in pro-China lobb…
The strange saga involves rapper Pras Michel, disgraced Republican
fundraiser Elliott Broidy, and a fugitive Malaysian playboy.
motherjones.com
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The story about Flamboyant Chinese tycoon & Mar-A-Largo 
member Guo Wengui has many odd twists & turns. 
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In addition to being a friend of former PM Tony Blair, add in 
efforts to extradite him by rapper Pras Michel, Elliot Broidy & 
connex w/ #1MDB scandal.smh.com.au/world/tony-bla…
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Tony Blair linked to China's most wanted, Mar-a-Lago member…
Flamboyant Chinese tycoon Guo Wengui, on the run from Interpol, is
a friend of former British prime minister Tony Blair, it has been
smh.com.au

💰Pras Michel & DOJ’s Higgenbotham💰 
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Mr. Higginbotham admitted that he and Pras Michel arranged 
for millions of dollars of Mr. Low’s money to be transferred to a 
law firm owned by Mr. Broidy’s wife to pay them to try to end the 
1MDB investigation.nytimes.com/2018/11/30/us/…

54 10:28 PM - Dec 29, 2018
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Trump Fund-Raiser Received Laundered Foreign Money, Pros…
Elliott Broidy was paid through shell companies to try to end an
investigation into a Malaysian financier accused of money laundering,
nytimes.com

🔑Republican fundraiser Elliott Broidy, a vice chairman of Trump’s 2016 campaign,

discussed a deal with Low that would have paid him tens of millions of dollars to

lobby the DOJ to drop its 1MDB investigation.  

 

Broidy has not been charged yet. 
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Trump Ally Was in Talks to Earn Millions in Effort to End 1MDB 

Probe in U.S. 
 
Emails indicate Brody and his wife were negotiating a fee if the 
US Justice Department closed its investigation of 
1MDBwsj.com/articles/trump…
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Trump Ally Was in Talks to Earn Millions in Effort to End 1MDB…
A top Republican fundraiser close to President Trump was in
negotiations to earn tens of millions of dollars if the Justice
wsj.com

🔑On Wall Street, two employees of the investment bank Goldman Sachs, which

advised on three bond offerings that raised $6.5 billion for 1MDB, have been charged

by federal prosecutors with paying bribes and kickbacks to Malaysian officials. 
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🔑Goldman Sachs is bracing for more damaging allegations to emerge in a criminal

trial in Malaysia, which is seeking more than $3 billion in fines. 
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Goldman Sachs has received the most attention in the 1MDB 
scandal for its involvement in helping the Malaysian fund raise 
$6.5 billion of bonds and the role of Mr. Leissner as a key co-
conspirator in the scheme to steal 
money.wsj.com/articles/goldm…
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Goldman Sachs Ignored 1MDB Warning Signs in Pursuit of Asi…
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.’s push for Asian business and lax
oversight of partners led the bank to speed past warning signs in its
wsj.com

💰1MDB - Deutsche Bank💰 

 

Justice Department looking into whether German bank violated foreign corruption or
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anti-money-laundering laws 
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1MDB - Goldman Sachs  

 
Background: 
 
U.S. Investigated Deutsche Bank’s Dealings With Malaysian 
Fund #1MDB 
  
Justice Department looked into whether German bank violated 
foreign corruption or anti-money-laundering laws. 
wsj.com/articles/u-s-i…
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U.S. Investigating Deutsche Bank's Dealings With Malaysian F…
The sprawling, multibillion-dollar Malaysian development fraud
scandal that has toppled a prime minister and stretched from
wsj.com

💰1MDB fugitive Jho Low & Trump Victory PAC 

 

The DOJ is probing whether a $100,000 donation to a Trump Victory Pac linked to

Trump's 2020 re-election campaign came from Jho Low — the fugitive who is

accused of helping steal billions of dollars from 1MDB 

Justice Department reportedly investigating whether $100K from 1MD…
The Justice Department reportedly is probing whether a $100,000 donation to a
political fundraising group linked to President Donald Trump's re-election campaign
came from Jho Low — the fugitive who …

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/13/justice-investigating-if-1mdb-fugitive-jho-low-cash-w…

💰1MDB - Trump 2020 Campaign
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DOJ Probes Whether Jho Low, the Fugitive Financier 
Supplied Donation to Trump Re-Election Effort 
 

Justice Department investigates whether the $100,000 
contribution came from Malaysian businessman charged in a 
global scandalwsj.com/amp/articles/d…
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💰1MDB & UAE 

 

Leaked emails show a long-running relationship between Yousef Al Otaiba, UAE Amb

to US & Jho Low, 

 

Docs show companies connected to Otaiba received $66 million allegedly

misappropriated from 1Malaysia Development Bhd #1MDB 

U.A.E.’s Ambassador to U.S. Linked to 1MDB Scandal
The scandal surrounding a Malaysian state fund allegedly defrauded of billions of
dollars has entangled Yousef Al Otaiba, the United Arab Emirates ambassador to
the U.S., according to documents revie…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-a-e-s-ambassador-to-u-s-linked-to-1mdb-scandal-1498…

💰1MDB & UAE & Qatar Blockade💰  
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1MDB & UAE  
 
Stolen Emails Show Ties Between U.A.E. Envoy and 1MDB 
Fund’s Central Figure 
Amb Yousef Al Otaiba had longstanding ties to a financier the 
U.S. says is at the center of a scandal surrounding a Malaysian 
state development fundwsj.com/amp/articles/s…
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Stolen Emails Show Ties Between U.A.E. Envoy and 1MDB Fu…
Newly released emails show a relationship between the United Arab
Emirates’ ambassador to the U.S. and Jho Low, a Malaysian financier
wsj.com

💰Qatar - Steele Dossier, Russia/Rosnef - Qatari Sovereign Wealth Fund &

TeamTrump  
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Qatar - Russia/Rosnef - Qatari Sovereign Wealth Fund & 
TeamTrump  
 
Quick overview of some  intersections.
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#1MDB scandal is coming to a head. Look for actions involving Deutsche Bank,

Goldman Sachs, Broidy, Trump Victory Pac, UAE Otaiba/Awartani & how it connex

to the Qatari blockade, Kush, 💰 flows via Brookfield, Qatari SWF & Kush’s 666 &

more. 

 

Stay tuned! Major fireworks incoming!
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